Product Data

ALL-PRO
Heavy-Duty Degreaser and
Cleaner Concentrate

One Product For:
Tough
Industrial Jobs!
Superior
Housekeeping
Performance!
Special
Purpose
Cleaning!

ALL-PRO...Performance in Action.
UNIVERSAL CLEANER. ALL-PRO solves
practically all cleaning jobs. ALL-PRO is
formulated for the toughest grease, dirt, carbon
deposits, grime, soot, many inks, oil, blood,
resins and other dirty conditions. ALL-PRO is
the one product for all purpose, general purpose
and special purpose cleaning. Apply ALL-PRO
with low pressure sprayers, high pressure
equipment, steam cleaners, immersion systems
or by hand.
PERFORMANCE BENEFIT: Versatility of
application means greater efficiency by
personnel. Less likelihood of using the
wrong product.
CONCENTRATED FOR ECONOMY. ALLPRO offers controlled cleaning power. Just
match the economical use-dilution for the job
and surface requirements. ALL-PRO dilutes
anywhere from 1:10 parts water all the way up to
1:180 parts water.
PERFORMANCE BENEFIT: Reduces
maintenance costs. Saves inventory costs.
ENVIRONMENTALLY SAFE. ALL-PRO
is biodegradable, non-abrasive and free of
phosphates. It contains no carbon tetrachloride,
napthas or chlorinated solvents.
PERFORMANCE BENEFIT: Will not attack
application surfaces when properly diluted.

...setting performance
standards worldwide...

APPLICATIONS
ALL-PRO is a versatile, unique concentrated
cleaner and degreaser. This biodegradable
product removes heavy deposits of waxes,
greases, baked-on carbons, soot, gums, resins,
dyes, scum and many types of inks . ALL-PRO
is totally soluble and instantaneously active.
ALL-PRO is used by factories, trucking
companies, schools, office buildings, industrial
plants, highway departments, farm and road
equipment maintenance operations,institutions,
municipalities, printing plants and oil refineries.

TECHNICAL DATA
Composition:

Organic, inorganic
emulsifiers
Type:
Water-based
degreaser
pH (concentrate): 12.5 - 13.0
Specific Gravity: 1.06
Flammability:
None
Color:
Purple
Fragrance:
Aromatic
Equipment:
See
directions

DIRECTIONS
Use on detergent-safe surfaces according to
the following use-dilution ratios:
{Dilute as follows with water}
Trucks (to remove dirt & carbon) .......................... 20-1
Ships ............................................................... 40-1
Pressure Washers ............................................ 50-1
Air Conditioning Coils & Filters ........................... 40-1
Steam Jennys ................................................... 80-1
Engines & Motors .............................................. 20-1
Mop Water for Floor Cleaning ............................. 40-1
Plexiglass & Plastic .......................................... 50-1
Wax Removal .................................................... 15-1
Walls, Doors, Machinery, Stainless Steel .... 30 or 40-1
Glass Cleaning ................................................ 180-1
Rug Shampoo ................................................... 50-1
Automatic Floor Machine .................................. 180-1
Concrete Floors ................................................. 10-1
Carpets, as Spot Remover .................................. 30-1
Lavatories, Vitreous Surfaces, Chrome ................ 40-1
White Wall Tires ................................................ 10-1
Buses .............................................................. 40-1
Upholstery ........................................................ 50-1
Ovens (80°F to 200°F) ........................................ 10-1
Vinyl Tops ......................................................... 40-1
Aluminum Surfaces ........................................... 40-1
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